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In the early morning of the 21st of April 2019 during Passover week while in retreat at Hotwell 
Dunes in AZ, I was shown a massive ship that was being moved from somewhere into a remote desert 
area.  The day before I was going to leave to return home having celebrated the begin of Passover the 
evening before but I had a sense God wanted to say more to me while on this retreat so I stayed another
night.  

This ship was perhaps the largest ship ever built and as such, could not use the lochs that were 
available on this specific access river or canal. The ship looked like a late 1800's ship like the Titanic 
design but of course would not have the Titanic's tragic ending.   I have no idea where in the world this 
was occurring or is to occur sometime in the future.  It may be a lake or not be a lake and not be a ship 
but all is metaphoric which is most likely.  The lake seemed to be isolated... perhaps with no outflow 
but as a small inland sea.  It was fully surrounded by desert in this dream.  Perhaps in the middle east 
somewhere?

The last hurdle in this saga was to drop the ship down into this remote lake as the final 
destination.  The locks were too small for the ship so we decided to use the fish spawning ladders and 
just let the ship slid down the ladders into the awaiting lake. 

I also had the sense that this ship was defensible... that is it had weapons aboard that could 
defend the people living aboard this floating city-nation.  If true, this would be a battle ship of a stealth 
design made to look commercial but is really a battleship ready for war.

When this last effort was completed and the ship came to rest, I said to the others:

“Now is the city of God ready for the people of God.  A holy nation set apart that will be 
independent of the world and govern itself by the Sabbath laws of God.”

-titanic-

The next morning, I debated with myself wondering if this dream was of YHWH,  I didn't 
remember the words I spoke right off but upon remembering, I knew it was a message for the holy 
people of God to survive some cataclysmic turn in global geopolitics and economics.  Perhaps it is 
during the early part of the 7 year Tribulation period when the true church is still on earth being 
pursued and martyred.  

The required preparation is symbolized in having to exert sweat and energy in moving this 
massive ship to this isolated lake.  This salvation did not come free.  It did not come to those lazily 
awaiting the pre-tribulation rapture.  Their oil ran out and they are to be left to the Luciferian devices of
destruction.  It only came to those who heard the warning of the “watchers” who gave a clear warning 
of the difficulty to come and actively gathered together in groups to prepare for this difficulty.  

This dream is a continuation on the theme of Isaiah 56 that I was given a few days earlier in a 
dream. YHWH is angry with the watchers (Pastors / Ministers) who seek financial gain, who preach 
only 'all is well and happy' and 'tomorrow will be better' messages and those who speak against the 
message of true prophets of YHWH.  These false pastors and ministers will be left to the enemy to be 
devoured.  

The phrase 'Sabbath Laws of God' is very important here.  Again this is based in Isaiah 56.  I am
of the opinion that only those who are honoring the Sabbaths including the Saturday Sabbath and the 
Sabbath Holidays throughout the year will be called to live aboard this stealth city-nation ship of 
YHWH for some temporal protection during the Great Tribulation.    


